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Description
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Our society is becoming increasingly nomadic and aesthetically conscientious. Based on this principle, the TravelKennel is designed by
Studio Lisboeta to look like a super-sized travelling bag that can be 'worn' as a statement accessory. Our concept plays with the
collective memory of objects and s ...[more]
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St Pooch Haus is a collaborative work by Christina Fallah, Fiona, Francois and Amelie of Sterling Studios, and John Roberts of
Lightplan, with supporting roles from Alfie, Pico and Pretzel.The design is inspired by the architecture of St Pancras with the use of a
specific choice of material - that ...[more]
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Created byLondon based Denizen Works and Cantifix, thisglass kennelwithin a kennelis designed to hold 2,000 tennis ballsto ensure
your four legged friend never runs out of balls to play with.The design and build time was around 100 hours.Modelling
is‘Maisy’theCockapoo. Sponsored by Arrant ...[more]
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Built by DLM Architects and fabricated by DLM.Designed as a floating monolithic concrete block, the top opens to reveal a storage area
with the front folding down to provide a seated platform. The timber screen allows airflow with the facility to enclose the kennel for crate
training and a removab ...[more]
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Designed and built by TLA Studio of London with the concept byLouise Glazebrook, it is made from 12 pieces ofbendable plywood and
has a‘rainbow’colour interiorwith a rope base. The ingenious design allows the whole thing to be folded flat. Posing in the kennel is
whippet‘Poppy.’
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RESERVE £7500Cloud by Zaha Hadid Design is pictured with‘Ziggy’thePortuguesewater hound.The designis a an elevated, hollow
plywood sphere built on a CNC machine then bonded together before being painstakinglyhand-finished. It was designed to keep a dog's
paws off the cold ground and is thou ...[more]
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Florida artist Eileen Goldenberg's incredible "Dogs Rule II" castle kennel features over 20,000 individual pieces of gold and silver
costume jewellery along with objects d'art found from throughout her travels around the world.This stunning piece is also decorated
inside with a gothic tile floor a ...[more]
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Famed surrealist Jim Warren created this amazing kennel titled the 'Dog Decorator" complete with a portrait of a King Charles spaniel
on one side and a cartoon on the other.The roof of the kennel is painted with Warren's signature sunset framed with a multi-coloured
heart.
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The design features stage lighting, glamorous red curtains and even a bespoke back stage area. Materials and fabrication are by
ChopShop CNC.Inspired by celebrity Russell Watson's show-business life on the stage, Travis Alan Mills has captured the contrasts
between the glamour of the stage and the f ...[more]
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Florida artist Chelsea Commodari's kennel is a tribute to the late Sir Roger Moore.Titled "For Your Paws Only", the kennel features
white and black Carrera marble tile fashioned to resemble the now famous "Gun Barrel Sequence" that opens every Bond film.A plush
pad is included for dogs to relax ...[more]
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By Francesca Busca: "My aim was to make something resembling a place which a dog would choose in nature: large, dark, ventilated
and dry. A place where to feel safe and relaxed. At the same time, something that showed how a dog belongs to the eco-system just as
much as we do (resembling a manmade st ...[more]
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All dogs love to play, especially around water. Studio Octopi has taken the brief for a kennel and thrown it in some water, designing the
first ever amphibious dog house. A kennel shouldn’t be only a place to retreat to, but also a place that stimulates exercises and
entertains. Thinking about all t ...[more]
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The concept of the design ""less is more"" is based on an idea of having one flexible unique kennel design which can be transformed in
four different shapes by rotating the structure from left or right.""Bart House"" minimalist design is characterized by the simplicity and
clear lines which emphasi ...[more]
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Designed by Studio Shaw.

